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Part I: Answer the 5 multiple choice questions below by entering them on your IDP-15 Scantron. 

1 (8 points). Gradually introducing a limited number of mobile positive charges into the gate oxide of a 

MOS-capacitor would:  

a. Make the oxide highly conductive 

b. Erode the oxide over time, leaving an empty gap between the gate and channel 

c. Dope the silicon substrate 

d. Change the threshold voltage over time 

e. Change the flatband voltage with time 

2 (8 points). For a polycrystalline Si gate MOS capacitor, changing the doping in the crystalline Si 

substrate would change the threshold voltage as 

a. VFB changes 

b.  ΦF changes 

c. ���� changes 

d. a. and c. only 

e. All of the above 

3 (8 points). When VG=VT for an n-MOSFET, what is the value of the semiconductor potential ΦS? 

 a.  0.6 ΦF 

 b.  1.2 ΦF 

 c.  1.5 ΦF 

 d.  2 ΦF  

 e.  2.4 ΦF 

4 (8 points) How does the saturated current of a n-channel MOSFET in the long-channel regime vary 

with the gate voltage ���? 

a. ���� − �	
� 

b. ���� − �	
�.� 

c. ���� − �	
�.� 

d. ���� − �	
�.� 

e. ���� − �	
�� 

5 (8 points). When minority free carriers are found near the oxide-Si interface of a MOS device, what is 

the bias condition? 

a. Depletion  

b. Inversion 

c. Flatband 

d. Deep accumulation 

e. Accumulation 
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Part II (Free Response, 30 points) 

Consider an MOS capacitor made of crystalline silicon described by the band diagram below. Note that 

unmarked values may not be to scale. Assume that |����| = 0.9 V, ��� = 3.0 nm, ��� = 3.9, ��� = 11.7, 

and �� = 1.12 eV. 

 

 

a. What is the magnitude of the electric field in the semiconductor right next to the oxide 

( = 0!)? 

 

 

 

 

b. What is the magnitude of the electrostatic potential voltage of the gate electrode with 

respect to the semiconductor, assuming the flat band voltage VFB is 0? Assume that "# =	4.7·1018 cm-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. For the above diagram, which regime is the capacitor operating in? If the gate voltage is 

kept constant, but the oxide thickness is reduced gradually, eventually the operating 

regime changes. What would be the new operating regime? 
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Part III (Free Response, 30 points) 

Consider a pair of p-channel (left) and n-channel (right) carbon nanotube-based MOSFETs, characterized 

in terms of drain current as a function of gate voltage and drain voltage. 

 

a. Estimate the saturation threshold voltage (�	,�&	) for both types of logic. Justify your answer. 

 

 

b. Estimate the drain-induced barrier lowering for both types of logic. 

 

 

c. How can the asymmetry in the output characteristics for comparable �� − �	 values be explained? 

 

 

d. Find and mention the best performing device here in terms of subthreshold slope. State the 

subthreshold slope and the operating conditions to obtain that optimum performance.  

 

 

e. Is this carbon nanotube MOSFET superior to a conventional crystalline Si MOSFET? Justify your 

answer. 
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ECE 305 Exam 4 Formula Sheet (Spring 2018) 

You may remove these pages from the exam packet, and take them with you. 

Physical Constants Silicon parameters (' = ()) K) ℎ/2, = ℏ = 1.055 × 10�01	J∙s "5 = 3.23 × 10�6	cm�0 9� = 9.109 × 10�0�	kg "< = 1.83 × 10�6	cm�0 >? = 1.38 × 10��0	J/K A� = 1.1 × 10��	cm�0 B = 1.602 × 10��6	C �E = 11.8 F� = 8.854 × 10���	F/m �� = 1.12	eV;			L = 4.03 eV 
 

Miller Indices: (hkl) {hkl} [hkl] <hkl>  Density of states M5��
 = �NO∗ 
Q/RS��T�TU
VRℏQ   

Fermi function  W��
 = ��!X�YZY[
/\]  Intrinsic carrier concentration A� = S"5"<^�T_/�`	 

Equilibrium carrier densities: "5 = �1 a�NO∗ `	VℏR b0/�  "< = �1 a�Nc∗ `	VℏR b0/� 

A� = "5^�T[�TU
/`	 = A�^�T[�Td
/`	    e� = "<^�Tf�T[
/`	 = A�^�Td�T[
/`	 

Space charge neutrality: e − A + "#! − "&� = 0  Law of Mass Action: A�e� = A�� 

Non-equilibrium carriers: A = "5^�hi�TU
/`	 e = "<^�Tf�hj
/`	 Ae = A��^�hi�hj
/`	 

Conductivity/resistivity: k = kl + kl = BmAnl + enop = 1/q 

Drift-diffusion current equations: rl = ABnlℇ� + Btl ulu� = Anl uhOu�   
#OvO = `	w  

        ro = eBnoℇ� − Bto uou� = eno uhcu�   
#cvc = `	w  

Carrier conservation equations:    
xlxy = +∇ ∙ a{Ow b + |l − }l 

     
xoxy = −∇ ∙ a{cw b + |o − }o 

Poisson’s equation:    ∇ ∙ �Fℇ
 = q 

SRH carrier recombination:  } = ∆A/�l or } = ∆e/�o 

Minority carrier diffusion equation: 
x∆lxy = tl xR∆lx�R − ∆l�O + |�  �#,l = Stl�l 

PN homojunction electrostatics:  ��� = `	w ln �����ldR �  
uℇu� = ���
����  

� = ������<�dw a��!������ b        l = a ����!��b�         o = a ����!��b�         ℇ�0
 = ��w<�d���� a ������!��b 
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PN diode current:    ∆A�0
 = ldR�� m^w<�/`	 − 1p 			∆e�0
 = ldR�� m^w<�/`	 − 1p 

r# = r�m^w<�/`	 − 1p           r� = B �#O�O ldR�� + #c�c ldR���  (long)        r� = B �#O�c
ldR�� + #c�O

ldR���  (short) 

Non-ideal diodes: � = ��m^w�<�����
/`	 − 1p  r�Xl = −B ld���� 

Photovoltaics:  ��� = l`	w ln a{��{� b r�< = r�m^w<�/`	 − 1p − r��  

Small signal model: |u = ��!��`	/w   �{���
 = ����&
�R����f�d�i�

=  �w�������<�d     �# = |u�l 

 

MS diode properties: B��� = |Φ¢ −Φ�|      Φ?� = L + �� −Φ¢ Φ?� = Φ¢ − L 

r# = r�m^w<�/`	 − 1p  r� =  ∗£�^�¤¥/`	   ∗ = 1VwN∗`¥R¦Q = 120 N∗
N� 		 Acm2∙K2 

 

MOS capacitors:        � = ������¨�w��      ℇE = ��w��¨�����   (for p-type substrates) 

©? = −B"&��ªE
 = −S2B�EF�"&ªE 		 Ccm2 

�� = �h? + ªE + Δª�� = �h? + ªE − ©E�ªE
���  

��� = ��F�/ �  �h? = ΦNE/B − ©h/��� 

� = ���/ ¬1 + ����¨�
����   �	 = −©?�2ªh
/��� + 2ªh  ©l = −������ − �	
 
MOSFETs:   �# = −�©l�® = 0
〈°±�® = 0
〉 

�# = �� nl������� − �	
�#�   �# = ����°E³y���� − �	
 
Square Law (for ��� ≥ �	): �# = µ�� nl���¶���� − �	
�#� − �#�� /2·,						0 ≤ �#� ≤ ��� − �	��� nl������� − �	
�,																																							�#� ≥ ��� − �	 


